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Beautiful

hi!
We are Roxana and Hans-Peter from South Westphalia and were asked to write a short introduction to the region from our "young" perspective. So, here we go ...
Personally, South Westphalia is a very special region for us: not just because it is our home.
And not just because of its international economic significance and its stunning scenery.
But we also feel how it throbs and beats. This is the innovative power of the region's people
and the extraordinary sense of togetherness in South Westphalia: at work, in clubs, in leisure
time. Here, an entire region is shaping the future together. And we know that our ideas matter and have fertile soil to grow on. Perhaps, as you read through the following pages, you
will also ask yourself in amazement: "Really?" Yes, really. That's exactly how South Westphalia
feels.
So take some time and enjoy the amazing feel of our region!

Roxana Küthe and Hans-Peter Drilling
(Youth Conference UTOPiA
South Westphalia)
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BEAUTIFUL.

at a glance

The tourist regions of Sauerland and Siegen-Wittgenstein in South Westphalia attract millions of
tourists and guests to the region every year.

AUTHENTIC.

The people here are known to be both reliable and
down-to-earth. This is reflected in the cohesion
and also in the structures of its successful
companies.

STRONG.

South Westphalia is home to tens of thousands of
small and medium-sized businesses. The innovative
products they produce are in demand all over the
world.
NRW
South Westphalia

The No.1 industrial region
in North Rhine-Westphalia

and number 3 in Germany – South Westphalia can
justifiably claim this title.

1.4 million people
live in the region.

The Märkische Kreis has the most inhabitants between
Siegerland and the Soester Börde. The region's largest
city is the university town of Siegen with 100,000
citizens.

6,195 km2

The largest nature park region

is how large the area of South Westphalia is. This makes up
about one fifth of the region of North Rhine-Westphalia.

The Sauerland Rothaargebirge, Arnsberg Forest and Diemelsee
nature parks cover almost the entire area of South Westphalia.

You can find more information at:
www.suedwestfalen.com

5 districts

10 university towns

The districts of Soest, Hochsauerlandkreis, Märkische
Kreis, Olpe and Siegen-Wittgenstein form the region
of South Westphalia. Together they comprise 59
towns and municipalities.

are spread across South Westphalia, offering a
wide range of higher education opportunities.

Do you have any further questions about the
region?
Feel free to send an email to
info@suedwestfalen.com
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Strong. Visionary. Gripping.

that is south westphalia

The South Westphalia vision
Where do we want to go?
South Westphalia is setting standards nationwide

(workshop)

The South Westphalia Future Workshop
How do we go about doing this?
Digital, sustainable, authentic

(base)

The South Westphalian foundation
What are our strengths?
The extraordinary combination of industry, nature and a
doer's mindset.
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South Westphalia in the year 2030 ...

South Westphalia in the year 2030 ...

The foundation

strong for 2000 years
What is remarkable about South Westphalia is its combination: On the one hand, the region's natural and
leisure attractions and its colourful life in small and medium-sized towns are truly enchanting - on the other

The vision

south westphalia in the year
2030
... the strongest region
of the industrial
mid-sized sector in
Germany

... the epitome of good
life, working and relaxing

hand, South Westphalia is Germany's third strongest industrial region and home to numerous innovative
global market leaders, universities, innovation and competence centres. Typical South Westphalia? Yes! Because this is where cooperation and inventive genius have been a priority for 2,000 years: South Westphalia
is one of the oldest industrial regions in Europe – and has always offered the very best breeding ground for
its own ideas and philosophies ...

Attractive & strong in tourism

• Cultural and natural treasures at your doorstep: Sauerland & Siegen-Wittgenstein are
popular tourist destinations highly appreciated all over the world
• Germany's largest nature park region

Strong economy, innovation and industry
... known nationwide
for its cooperative
work in
shaping the future

These goals were jointly conceived, discussed and formulated in the region - in a broad-based, social

• More than 150 world market leaders and strong medium-sized businesses
• Above-average number of family businesses

A doer & network mentality

• Together instead of against each other: South Westphalia lives for cooperation – and this is
where a handshake still means something.
• Whether in a club, in the community or at the workplace – the motto here is: Roll up your
sleeves and get going!

process. They serve as guiding lights for regional cooperation.
More about the region's strengths at www.suedwestfalen.com
Our common ambition? To set new standards nationwide and internationally as a networked, strong
and innovative rural area.
And what's the best part? The vision is within reach! Because it is based on the genuine strengths of
the region (see right) and is being implemented consistently and step by step (see next double page).
The motto befitting the region? South Westphalia – Truly genuine.
More about this vision at: www.vision-swf.com

(base)
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Achieving goals through creativity and cooperation

Achieving goals through creativity and cooperation

The dynamic Future Workshop

This is how we think

achieving goals through
creativity and cooperation
South Westphalia is alive and bustling. Because this is where an entire region is shaping its future together. Based on numerous concrete projects, life, living and working in South Westphalia is being raised to a
new level. The magic word here too is: Cooperation. Volunteers, associations, clubs, the world of business,
science, politics and local authorities work closely together in a creative and cooperative process to be able
to think outside the box, find unconventional solutions to challenges and implement innovative ideas. As

and act

Cooperative and
networked

Projects are realised on the basis
of the South Westphalian DNA

Digital. Sustainable. Authentic

such, pioneering and model projects are developed in every area of life ...

HEALTH

LIVING

MOBILITY

URBAN AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT

CULTURE

WORK & ECONOMY

EDUCATION

DIGITAL COMPETENCE

CHARITY

REGIONAL PRODUCTS & NATURAL RESOURCES
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This is how we view
all developments

With a focus on youth

(workshop)
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South Westphalia is

STRONG.
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Economy

at a glance

Boasting more than

80,000 businesses
South Westphalia is the home of the industrial SME
sector in North Rhine-Westphalia, which is one of
the reasons why it is such an interesting location for
many digitally oriented start-ups.

5 core industries
The South Westphalian economy is extremely strong
in the automotive, metal and mechanical engineering, building services engineering, wood and forestry
and healthcare sectors.

Well over

150 world market
leaders
are headquartered here: Companies that are global
leaders in their market segment.

Nearly

The gross domestic product in South Westphalia grew by

employee in South Westphalia works in the manufacturing industry – this is where value creation is a
true priority.

per capita between 2007 and 2016. No other economic
region in North Rhine-Westphalia exceeded this.

The unemployment rate in South Westphalia is only

The Achenbach-Buschhütten company from Kreuztal in
the Siegerland region looks back on more than

every second

around 5 percent

meaning that the region enjoys almost full employment.

25.3 percent

560 years

of company history. It is the oldest owner-managed industrial company in North Rhine-Westphalia – and thus
a typically South Westphalian, globally successful family
business.
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Core industry

automotive
Did you know?

South Westphalia is the core location of the automotive supply industry
in Germany. This means: Whether Porsche or trucks, whether Audi or the
aircraft of the Airbus fleet - South Westphalian products are installed in

businesses

52,000
employees

9 billion €

revenue

shipbuilding and the aerospace industry. Modern vehicles rely on the inventive spirit and technical expertise of around 500 businesses based in
South Westphalia.

„

500

countless passenger cars and special vehicles, but also in the rail industry,

Without ideas and products from
South Westphalia, your car
probably wouldn't even run!

„

South Westphalia's suppliers set new international standards in the field
of modern mobility solutions. The glare-free high beam, the diesel particulate filter, the rain sensor for windshield wipers, the charging plug for
e-cars throughout Europe or creations for intelligent interiors are just
a few examples of the innovative power of the automotive industry in
South Westphalia and its highly specialized knowledge.
Regional competencies are bundled in technology centres in South Westphalia: At the Competence Centre Vehicle Electronics (KFE) in Lippstadt,
for instance, businesses and academia work in close coordination with
universities and research institutes to promote innovative ideas for (electric) mobility.
At the Automotive Center Südwestfalen (ACS) in Attendorn, businesses
that would otherwise compete with one another are developing new
technological processes under one roof to make (e-)car body parts even
lighter in the future without compromising on stability and safety.
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Core industry

metal - &
mechanical engineering
South Westphalia is the key location for the metal industry in Germany.
Tools, screws, special machines, tubes, rollers, rotor blades for wind turbines: Machines and metal products from South Westphalia have an
excellent reputation worldwide. This reflects the concentrated expertise
available in the region.

1,000
businesses

107,000
employees

29 billion €

revenue

„

Did you know?

Every fourth person in South Westphalia works
in metal and mechanical engineering!

„

The area surrounding Altena and Iserlohn in the Märkischer Kreis district,
for example, is the stronghold of the wire industry in Germany – and has
been for several hundred years. Without wire, there would be no smartphones as we know them, no instruments, tools, jewellery, cars or bicycles.
The metal processing tradition has been alive in South Westphalia for
more than 2,000 years. And this is also why the businesses still cover the
full range of the value-added chain today. On the one hand, the companies manufacture machines that process metal; on the other hand, they
process metals themselves.
South Westphalia is also gaining recognition as one of the most efficient
regions in Germany in the field of mechanical engineering. The many and
often highly specialized businesses in metal processing and mechanical
engineering supply all key branches of industry throughout Germany.
And above all, South Westphalia's expertise is also highly valued abroad:
Well over half of the products manufactured are ordered by customers
outside Germany.

South
phalia Westn
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Core industry

wood &
forestry
Did you know?

There's no doubt about it: South Westphalia knows wood like the back of
its hand. Thanks to the above-average share of forest in the region, the
sustainable management of forests practised for more than 200 years
and the diverse processing of wood, South Westphalia covers the entire
value chain in this sector.

for the
raw material wood

14,600
employees

„

Competence
region

South Westphalia produces around
3 million cubic meters of wood from
sustainable forestry.

„

South Westphalia is a national hub for the sawmill and wood-based materials industry. The companies process the wood from forestry operations. They manufacture sawn timber and wood construction products
or produce wood-based materials for the furniture industry, for example
MDF boards for high-quality kitchen furnishings.

4 billion €

Modern timber construction, which sets standards in sustainable and climate-friendly building, is another industry focus here. The field of energy
generation is also of great importance to businesses.

revenue

The timber industry in South Westphalia is dominated virtually exclusively by owner-managed companies, many of which have been in existence
for generations. They are closely tied to the raw material, forest ownership and the region and are in high demand for their expertise throughout Germany and Europe. 75 percent of the forest in South Westphalia is
privately owned. Often the owners are organized in forestry associations
and have only small parcels of land. A special form of communal forest
management is the Siegerländer Haubergswirtschaft. It is part of the national immaterial cultural heritage.
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Core industry

building technology
Did you know?

Better building, living with products from South Westphalia. Be it a socket, a faucet, a shower or a light fixture: The region boasts a number of
international market leaders in the field of building technology. Their success is also due to the fact that they can rely on regional partners. Many
suppliers from the metal, plastics and electrical industries are located

businesses

26,000
employees

„

200

just a few streets away, as are research and testing institutes.

More than 70 percent of the switches and sockets
manufactured in Germany come from the region!

„

South Westphalia's building technology manufacturers supply a wide
range of products, but five areas stand out in particular: In addition to the

4 billion €

manufacture of lighting fixtures, fittings and electrical installation products such as switches and plugs, this also includes heating, air conditioning and ventilation technology as well as security technology.

revenue

Every second lamp manufactured in Germany comes from South Westphalia and as much as 60 percent of sanitary fittings. To maintain their
leading position, companies and suppliers of building technology are
constantly expanding their expertise. These companies have been setting
international standards for years with solutions for smart home applications and intelligent systems for kitchens, bathrooms, apartments and
houses. The Lichtwoche Sauerland, for example, has established itself in
just a few years as one of the most prominent trade fairs for the lighting
and lamp industry – as a place to share information about innovations
and future trends in the industry, which companies from South Westphalia play a key role in its success.
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Core industry

health industry
South Westphalia is regarded as one of the prime locations for health
and medical technology and related products in Germany. The businesses
based in the region produce dialysers, the heart of dialysis machines, special wire for hearing aids, cathodes and housings for pacemakers, instruments for trauma surgery and operating theatre furniture.

„

South Westphalian businesses equip hospitals and
nursing facilities around the world with their
products.

Did you know?

„

Since many of the small and medium-sized businesses possess a very
high level of expertise in handling and processing metals and plastics,
they supply almost all applications in the broad field of the technological
health industry. Their advantage: their networked mindset and ability to

> 200

act quickly - also in cooperative collaboration with the cities and municipalities. This is how e-health services for innovative care processes are
also created in South Westphalia. Iserlohn is home to the German Society

Manufacturers, suppliers and service

for Gerontology, a centre of excellence that is unique in Germany. The In-

providers for medical technology

stitute for Emergency Medicine in Arnsberg, where up to 2,500 medical
doctors are trained every year, is also unparalleled in Germany.

46

Be it wellness, leisure, rehabilitation or prevention: South Westphalia is
a firm focal point for health tourism. Around 40 certified spas, health re-

Specialist clinics and general

sorts, spas and recreation centres as well as a wide range of highly spe-

hospitals

cialised and nationally renowned specialist and rehabilitation clinics, both
public and private, make South Westphalia a designated health region.

90,000
employees

Recog
nised
healt
h reg
ion in
NRW
since
2009
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Global leaders

150 world market leaders in
south westphalia to marvel at

Doctor's appointment, business card, family picture, pizza
menu: all hanging on your noticeboard at home? Thank
the company Gottschalk GmbH & Co KG in Arnsberg. It
produces up to

seven million pushpins per day

You can find an overview of the world market leaders from South Westphalia at
www.suedwestfalen.com/weltmarktführer.
A small map of the world market leaders
can be downloaded at
www.suedwestfalen.com/
weltmarktführerkarte.

More than 150 world market leaders are headquartered in South Westphalia. These are businesses that
are market leaders with their products worldwide or throughout the EU. But where do we see these products in everyday life? We'll show you six examples ...

We would also be happy to send it to you by
post free of charge. Simply contact us at
info@suedwestfalen.com

A piano, a piano!
The oldest manufacturer of piano components was
founded in Neuenrade: Julius Klinke GmbH & Co. KG.

A high-performance foil rolling mill made by the
Kreuztal-based company Achenbach-Buschhütten
would be able to wrap the entire world

in foil once around the equator in 15 days and
six hours when running continuously.

For a quick bite or
a drink: The company Dometic from Siegen equips
around five million rooms of high-class hotels with
its minibars.

The scent of Christmas?
Your Christmas stollen and Baumkuchen pastry probably come
from Soest. This is where Kuchenmeister, the world market
leader for these delicacies, is based.

Your shopping cart
in the supermarket
probably comes from J. D. Geck in Altena. The company is the world market leader in this field.
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Lehr- und Versuchsforstamt
Arnsberger Wald

Innovative: Research and development in South Westphalia

Innovative: Research and development in South Westphalia

Teaching and Experimental Forestry Office
Arnsberg Forest

Automotive Netzwerk
Südwestfalen

KFE - Kompetenzzentrum Fahrzeug Elektronik GmbH

Lichtforum NRW

Digital center small and medium-seized businesses

Center of excellence vehicle electronics

DZM – Digitales Zentrum Mittelstand GmbH

Automotive Network South Westphalia

Hochschule Hamm-Lippstadt

Light Forum NRW

University of Applied Sciences Hamm-Lippstadt

Verwaltungs- und Wirtschaftsakademie Hellweg-Sauerland

Innovative

Administration and Business Academy
Hellweg-Sauerland

research and development in
south westphalia

FOM GmbH - Die Hochschule. Für Berufstätige.
FOM - The university. For professionals.

Institut für Green Technology & Ländliche Entwicklung

Lippstadt

GMP (Good Manufacturing Practice)-Technikum

Institute for Green Technology & Rural Development

Fraunhofer-Anwendungszentrum für anorganische Leuchtmittel
Fraunhofer Application Center for Inorganic Lamps

Good Manufacturing Practice Technical Centre

What is the secret of success of the businesses in

GETEON Zentrum für
Gesundheitstechnologie und Ökonomie

South Westphalia? They never stop developing. And

Institut für Entsorgung und Umwelttechnik

South Westphalia University of Applied Sciences

Soest

Institute for Waste Disposal and Environmental Technology
Institute for Maintenance and Corrosion Protection

uct developments or innovative process enhance-

GGT Deutsche Gesellschaft für Gerontotechnik

ments? Everyday life in South Westphalia. It is no won-

University of Europe for Applied Sciences

der that the Märkische Kreis is the most innovative

Fachhochschule Südwestfalen

GGT German Society for Gerontotechnology

South Westphalia University of Applied Sciences

district in Germany according to a study by the Technical University of Munich. In addition, the region's spe-

Transferverbund Südwestfalen

cial expertise is evident in the network of numerous

Netzwerk Maschinenbau Südwestfalen

www.forschen.suedwestfalen.com

Fachhochschule Südwestfalen

Institut für Instandhaltung und Korrosionsschutz

knowledge into products and innovations. New prod-

competence centres in the region.

SWICE South Westphalia International Center for Entrepreneurship

GETEON Center for Health Technology and Economics

they conduct research to transform their acquired
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Arnsberg
Meschede

Iserlohn

Zentrum HOLZ

Olsberg

Centre WOOD

Transfer Network South Westphalia

Mechanical Engineering Network South Westphalia

Brancheninitiative Gesundheitswirtschaft
Südwestfalen e.V.
Health sector initiative South Westphalia

Altena

Institut für Breitband- und Medientechnik
Institute for Broadband and Media Technology

Fachhochschule Südwestfalen

Lüdenscheid

South Westphalia University of Applied Sciences

Halver

DIAL GmbH

DIAL GmbH - lighting and automation of buildings

Kunststoff-Institut Lüdenscheid
Plastics Institute Lüdenscheid

Attendorn

Schmallenberg

Institut für Umformtechnik
Institute for Forming Technology

Fraunhofer-Institut für Molekularbiologie
und Angewandte Oekologie IME

Fachhochschule Südwestfalen

South Westphalia University of Applied Sciences

Fraunhofer Institute for Molecular Biology and Applied Ecology IME

Werkzeugbau-Institut Südwestfalen
Toolmaking Institute South Westphalia

SMI Siegener Mittelstandsinstitut

SMI Siegener Institute for Small and Medium-Sized Businesses

Forschungskolleg „Zukunft menschlich gestalten“ (FoKoS)

Automotive Center Südwestfalen
Aut
Automotive Centre South Westphalia

Forschungskolleg Siegen - Institute for Advanced Study (FoKoS)

Siegen

ZESS - NRW Zentrum für Sensortechnik
ZESS - NRW Center for Sensor Technology

Business School

Fraunhofer Institute for Molecular Biology and Applied Ecology IME

FOM GmbH - Die Hochschule. Für Berufstätige.
FOM - The university. For professionals.

Universität Siegen
University of Siegen

Automotive Netzwerk Südwestfalen
Automotive Network South Westphalia

Universities and colleges

Institutes

Industry networks
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Digital South Westphalia

Digital South Westphalia

South Westphalia

digital competence landscape
South Westphalia is rural and characterised by strong industry - and at the same time it features a highly
networked, digital competence landscape. Whether light as a data carrier, autonomous driving routes and
robots equipped with artificial intelligence - these are just some of the elements from the digital workshops of South Westphalia. Want some examples? 75 percent of all mail servers worldwide run with the
software of the company Open X-Change from Olpe. And: As one of the first regions in Germany to receive
funding, South Westphalia is developing exemplary smart city strategies with Arnsberg, Bad Berleburg,
Menden, Olpe and Soest. And the list could go on and on ...
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DINO Solutions from Siegen

Chock full of ideas:

Pursuing a degree while completing

South Westphalia offers the ideal breeding ground

up their business. Every year, thousands of people

for founders to turn ideas into reality. Open ears,

set up businesses to turn their ideas into reality.

outstanding networks and thousands of poten-

We say: Welcome to South Westphalia, designers of

tial partners in the strong economy are one of the

ideas, unconventional thinkers and start-up entre-

region's many assets. Contact points distributed

preneurs!

your A-levels, starting a business
and finding time for hobbies, friends and
family? 17-year-old Mona Ghazi from
Siegen
shows just how much one can ach
ieve through structured self-orga
nisation.
When friends kept asking her how
she does it, she came up with the
idea: a mobile phone app that helps people
optimise their time and priority man
agement.
Together with her young team, age
d 15 to 17, she is developing "DIN
O TIME",
which is intended to help professi
onals and managers in particular
achieve a
more relaxed (work) routine through
eight weeks of motivational and orga
nisational coaching. Given her age, she
has met with a consistently positive
response
and has received a lot of support from
the region.

development agencies, consultancies and start-up

Questions about start-ups in South Westphalia?

After completing her A-levels, she

networks, accompany and help founders in setting

You can find contact persons on page 80.

start-ups in
south westphalia

throughout South Westphalia, such as business

wants to continue to focus on DIN
O Solutions:
"It has always been my dream to star
t my own business with a good idea
, to lead
a team and be my own boss."
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Hamm-Lippstadt University of Applied
Sciences

The state-run Hamm-Lippstadt University of
Applied Sciences has been providing an innovative
range of courses with a focus on engineering and
natural sciences, computer science and business
since 2009. The university students have the opportunity to learn and work in a practice-oriented
manner from the very beginning. Whether new
technologies, sustainable materials, intelligent
systems or innovative process management:
The interdisciplinary teaching methodology and
research is market- and future-oriented.
www.hshl.de

Diverse

studying in
south westphalia
South Westphalia has established itself as an academic landscape that is as diverse as it is internationally networked: With its five universities and
ten campuses, the region is a veritable hotbed of
talent. The universities have different degree programmes and, together with the strong schools,
educational colleges, adult education centres and
diverse training and further education institutions,
offer fascinating educational opportunities for
everyone.

University of Applied Sciences South
Westphalia

Small study groups, personal support, innovative study programmes:
This is what distinguishes the University of
Applied Sciences of South Westphalia with
its campuses in Meschede, Iserlohn, Soest,
Hagen and Lüdenscheid. It is the go-to
contact for industry, agriculture and the
skilled trades in many areas of the latest
technologies and processes. The focus of the
degree programmes is on early childhood
education, engineering and natural sciences,
information technology as well as business
and agricultural management.
www.fh-swf.de

Hellweg-Sauerland Academy of
Management and Economics
(VWA)
The content and concept of the
VWA's educational programme is
tailored to meet the needs of the
business community and its employees. It focuses on practice-oriented education in the field of
economics and can be completed in
parallel to employment or training.
www.vwa-arnsberg.de

University of Siegen and Business School

University of Europe
for Applied Sciences (UE)

ns
sity tow
10 univer

The private university in Iserlohn prepares tomorrow's decision-makers in the fields of business,
psychology, media and communication as well
as sports and event management. UE is known
for its future-oriented competence development,
individual support and practical, interdisciplinary
educational formats in line with the highest international standards.
A family environment and internationality merge
with the entrepreneurial and digital spirit.
www.ue-germany.com/de

FOM Siegen

The university is the point of contact for parttime, academic training and further education
with a focus on SMEs, in an effort to provide
impetus to the export-oriented region.
www.fom.de/siegen

With its nearly 20,000 students, the University
of Siegen is the largest university in South
Westphalia. Since 2016, it has also found a new
home in the Lower Castle in the heart of the
city. It has five faculties and offers a diverse
range of courses from media studies, teaching,
social work and psychology to computer science and business law. Research focuses include
culture and media research, sensor technology
and nanosciences, SME research and inclusion.
At the Business School, managers can continue
their education at university level.
www.uni-siegen.de
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Award-winning

#Germany's best

vocational training in
south westphalia
Award-winning South Westphalia: Year after year,

addition, many applicants continue to work for the

Germany's best trainees include junior staff from

company after they have completed their training:

the region. This is because dual training has a major

A continuation rate of 80 to 90 per cent is not an

role to play in South Westphalia. At 5.7 percent, the

uncommon thing here! This is the best proof of the

training rate is higher than the NRW average (5.3

high quality of training in South Westphalia: South

percent). There are close links between the needs

Westphalian trainees are regularly ranked first in

of the businesses in the strong sectors of South

nationwide competitions ...

Westphalia and the numerous offers of the vocational colleges and vocational training centres. In

#Germany's best
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Ready to take off

working in south westphalia
Interested in working in the region? There are many
paths to finding your dream job in one of the more
than 80,000 businesses situated in South Westphalia. And sometimes you only have to take a few
steps to get there. Here are some tips:

Applicant Pool South Westphalia
This regional portal allows you to create an individual applicant profile with just a few clicks. This
way, companies from the region can contact the
applicant directly with their offer!
www.bewerberpool-suedwestfalen.de

Gap Year South Westphalia
One year, three internships at three companies: The
"Gap Year Südwestfalen" programme is aimed at young
people who do not yet know exactly what field they want
to work in after school, vocational training or university.
The programme gives them the opportunity to try out
three different professions in different companies in South
Westphalia, gain valuable practical experience, make
contacts or even find a professional home in one of
the companies.
www.gapyear-suedwestfalen.com

hashtag-ausbildung.de
Here, apprentices give exciting insights into
their everyday work. Anyone interested can easily ask them questions and get plenty of information about companies in South Westphalia and
available apprenticeship places.
www.hashtag-ausbildung.de

Karriere Südwestfalen (Careers in South
Westphalia)
More than 1,400 companies present their vacancies
on the online portal Karriere Südwestfalen. Everything
from internships and apprenticeships to dual study programmes and jobs can be found here.
www.karriere-suedwestfalen.de
And of course the Employment Agency is also well positioned in South Westphalia and helps with all questions
and offers concerning training and further education,
studying and employment on the labour market.
www.arbeitsagentur.de

Home advantage
This programme is aimed at people who
grew up here and would like to return to their
home in South Westphalia. Interested people
create a profile with their desired job. The project
managers then try to establish contacts with suitable businesses through their networks. In addition,
they provide support by answering questions
about finding a place to live, day-care facilities,
leisure activities and personal networks.
www.heimvorteil-hsk.de

WORKING IN SOUTH WESTPHALIA
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South Westphalia is

BEAUTIFUL.
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Tourism and leisure

at a glance

2 Tourism Regions

Largest ski area

Sauerland and Siegen-Wittgenstein

north of the Alps.

1800 cycling and
hiking tours
with the highest density of award-winning paths
and tours of all the German low mountain ranges.
RuhrtalRadweg and Rothaarsteig are among the
most popular trails in all of Germany.

Of the approximately

20 dams,

many are used not only for drinking water but also
as local recreation areas.

Over 8 million

Over 50 percent

80 percent

beds are occupied
in the region every year.

of the area in South Westphalia is forest.

of all caves in North Rhine-Westphalia are located
in the Sauerland, transforming the region into an
underground fairytale landscape.

3 nature parks
Sauerland Rothaargebirge,
Diemelsee, Arnsberg Forest

The most fertile
farmland
in Germany? Is located next to the Magdeburger
Börde in the Hellwegbörden in the district of Soest.

843,2 metres
is how high the Langenberg mountain near Olsberg
is. This makes it the highest mountain in North
Rhine-Westphalia.
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Sauerland & Siegen-Wittgenstein

vacationing in the region
of Sauerland and Siegen-Wittgenstein in South Westphalia are among the most inspiring tourist regions
in Germany ... Time to take a closer look!
Siegen-Wittgenstein

Siegen-Wittgenstein's greatest treasure is its for-

Cultural highlights such as the South Westphalian

est. It is a hiking paradise, adventure playground,

open-air theatre in Freudenberg or the internation-

water reservoir, source of wood and energy, home,

al music and theatre festival KulturPur round off

workplace and livelihood for the people in the re-

Siegen-Wittgenstein's wide range of sports and lei-

gion. Two-thirds of Germany's most densely wood-

sure activities. The multifaceted museum offerings

ed district consists of deciduous and coniferous

include the renowned "Museum für Gegenwart-

forests, and the region's eleven towns and munic-

skunst" (Museum of Contemporary Art) and the

ipalities with a total area of over 1,100 square kilo-

Siegerland Museum, which houses a collection of

metres welcome visitors to explore them.

the world-famous painter Peter Paul Rubens, who

Refuel and relax at the source of the Sieg, Lahn

was born in Siegen, in the Upper Castle.

Sauerland
Sauerland

Sauerland is also called the "Land of a Thousand

hiking villages and have fully adapted to the needs of

Mountains" – but the Märkische Kreis, the districts of

active nature lovers. With the first snowflakes, Sauer-

Olpe and Soest and the Hochsauerlandkreis actually

land with its numerous ski resorts transforms into a

phalia, the Rothaarsteig "Path of the Senses" premi-

have 2,711 mountains. And there is something new to

true winter wonderland. Winterberg – the most im-

um long-distance hiking trail. A herd of bison has

explore behind each and every one of them. Here the

portant day-trip winter sports destination in all of

been grazing in the Rothaargebirge since 2013. The

Ruhr rises from bubbling springs and small streams

Germany anyway – then becomes the venue for top-

species conservation project of the reintroduced

and rivers meet large lakes. Hikers and cyclists will en-

class bobsleigh and luge events and one of the world's

animals is unique in Western Europe and can be

counter vast meadows and dense forests, gentle hills

fastest and best artificial ice rinks gets all spruced up

enjoyed up close on a hike through the bison wil-

and steep cliffs, magnificent panoramic views and a

for winter competitions.

derness.

diverse flora and fauna. Whether touring bike, e-bike,

Regardless of the weather, numerous castles, muse-

mountain bike or racing bike: An abundance of routes,

ums, leisure parks, caves, half-timbered houses and old

diverse bike & trail parks as well as sophisticated

towns are open to visitors. And there' s no mistaking

themed routes meet all your needs.

the numerous folk and shooting festivals: The people

Sauerland is an excellent hiking destination in the tru-

of Sauerland know how to celebrate.

and Eder rivers and enjoy one of the most popular
routes for hikers and cyclists in North Rhine-West-

www.siegen-wittgenstein.info

est sense of the word. Besides its countless certified
hiking trails and superbly marked network of paths,
it is also home to the first and largest "Wanderbares
Deutschland" (Hiking in Germany) quality region,
awarded by the German Hiking Association. In addition, eleven villages have joined together as Sauerland

tgenstein
Siegen - Wit

www.sauerland.com
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Landscape

where the forest
is at home
This is how close by local recreation can be: 51 percent of the region's area is covered with deciduous and coniferous forests. This makes Sauerland and Siegen-Wittgenstein one of the most densely wooded regions
in Germany. Typical: After work, off into the countryside with mountain bike, hiking poles or yoga mat ...
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Leisure

relax and unwind, recharge your
batteries and indulge yourself
Living where others go on holiday: This is no mere

Hiking through meadows, forests and wilderness

advertising slogan in South Westphalia, but a reality. Every year millions of guests and tourists

Hiking in South Westphalia is a true adventure and

visit the two tourist regions of Sauerland and Sie-

a unique experience of nature at the same time.

gen-Wittgenstein to relax, find peace and quiet or

Outdoor enthusiasts will find tens of thousands of

to work out.

kilometres of well-signposted trails through deep
forests, past lush meadows and up to lofty heights

„

with panoramic views. Numerous themed hiking

Experiencing adventure
and nature at once

„

Explore the region on two wheels

trails tell local history(s), and hikers can complete
long tours in stages. For instance, the Rothaarsteig

Every year thousands of bikers stream into the Sauerland

is a premium trail and one of the ten "Top Trails

and Siegen-Wittgenstein regions to enjoy the diverse land-

of Germany". It extends over 154 kilometres from

scape, which offers cyclists, mountain bikers, racing cyclists

Brilon in Hochsauerland via Siegen-Wittgenstein

and e-bike and pedelec enthusiasts numerous opportuni-

Excellent cycling and hiking trails combine with

to Dillenburg in Hesse. The 240-kilometre Sauer-

ties to get out and about.

idyllically situated lakes, caves to explore and the

land Forest Route runs right through the region. A

largest ski area north of the Alps into a genuine

white W on a light green square marks the way for

Some routes, such as the 84-kilometre Sauerland Cycle Ring,

natural paradise. Together with the Sauerland

hikers: From Iserlohn it leads through forests and

are laid out on former railway lines and do not have any ma-

Rothaargebirge, Arnsberg Forest and Diemelsee

past the Lörmecke and Möhnesee towers to Mars-

jor uphill stretches. In the northern part of the region, cy-

nature parks, South Westphalia is Germany's larg-

berg, while the 250-kilometre Sauerland-Höhen-

clists can take the Möhne on the Möhne Valley Cycle Path

est nature park region and is distinguished by its

flug takes you high up on the mountain ridges af-

from its source along 65 kilometres of green meadows to

outstanding scenic diversity. This opens up several

fording jaw-dropping views.

Arnsberg, where the river flows into the Ruhr. And in the

opportunities to observe animals at close quarters.

southeast, the Ruhr-Sieg cycle path connects two major wa-

For example, in the Soester Börde, home to many

terways as well as four districts on 113 kilometres of gentle

bird species protected throughout Europe.

slopes. More mountainous tours are hardly an obstacle for
two-wheeled fans either, as numerous rental stations in the
region offer e-bikes.

ation at:
More inform
fo
in
wittgenstein.
www.siegennd.com
www.sauerla

The Bike Arena Sauerland, on the other hand, offers special

Biker

's Par
adise

packages for mountain bikers and road cyclists of all fitness levels wishing to enjoy the landscape and looking for
challenges. The extra kick is provided by trail and bike parks,
such as the Flowtrail in Siegen, the TrailGround in Brilon or
the Bike Parcours in Bad Fredeburg.
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Absolutely breathtaking

Cave worlds – a class of their own

Five wonderful lakes! Möhnesee, Biggesee, Lister-

content with 150 lifts, 300 hectares of pistes and

Caves preserve history and are subterranean

see, Hennesee, Sorpesee and Diemelsee together

500 kilometres of groomed cross-country ski trails.

worlds of wonder – and most of them in North

comprise the five Sauerland lakes. Visitors can sim-

Biathlon centres, DSV Nordic activity centres and

Rhine-Westphalia are located in Sauerland. Among

ply relax and unwind or enjoy the best conditions

artificial ice rinks offer winter sports enthusiasts in

others: Dechen cave, the Heinrichs cave, the Reck-

for sports activities. At the weekend or after work,

South Westphalia the all-round carefree package.

en cave and Balver cave and Bilstein cave. The col-

the picturesque waters invite you to swim a few

And even away from the pistes, the winter land-

ourful Atta Cave in Attendorn with its elaborately

laps and go rowing or pedal boating. The lakeside

scape invites you to explore, for example on a ride

evolved dripstones, the stalagmites and stalactites,

promenades, which also catch the eye in terms of

on a horse-drawn sleigh through the snow-covered

is the most frequented show cave in Germany. Nu-

technical structures, are starting points for water

Sauerland.

merous illuminated sinter forms, formed from min-

sports enthusiasts for rowing, canoeing or kayak-

eral deposits, line the Dechen cave in Iserlohn. It lies

ing, stand-up paddling or diving.

in the middle of a geologically interconnected cave
system over 20 kilometres long. The dripstone cave
has its own railway station and is home to Germa-

Winter wonderland

ny's largest museum of speleology. Just a few kiloAs soon as the first snowflakes fall, winter sports

metres further on, visitors will find Europe's largest

enthusiasts and hikers turn their gaze towards the

open cultural cave, the Balver cave. The eleven-me-

Wintersport Arena Sauerland. The area stretches

tre-high and 18-metre-wide entrance portal alone

from Sauerland to Siegen-Wittgenstein and is one

is a true feast for the eyes. In addition to the marks-

of Europe's largest ski resorts. Skiers, cross-country

men's festival, the Balver cave is used as a venue for

skiers and snowboarders can ski to their heart's

music and theatre performances – and it was here,
for example, that the hip-hop group Die Fantastischen Vier recorded their two unplugged albums.

rland
e
d
n
o
w
Winter

Fairyt
ale ca
ve wo
rlds
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Landscape

see la vie
Whether stand-up paddling, kayaking, sailing or inline skating on lakeside promenades: At the Möhnesee,
Hennesee, Sorpesee, Biggesee, Listersee and Diemelsee lakes, water enthusiasts get exactly what they're
looking for. The five Sauerland lakes offer peace and relaxation as well as action and water sports.
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Special highlights

in south westphalia
Fantastic views, amazing natural phenomena and architectural highlights – Sauerland and Siegen-Wittgenstein have countless special places that are truly worth seeing. And by the way:
www.entdecke-suedwestfalen.com features 59 special highlights from the region – one from each municipality.

5

Here are some examples.

3 Altena Castle
Märkischer Kreis

Alten
a Cast
le

Altena Castle is considered one of the most beautiful hilltop castles in Germany. It has achieved

1 Bruchhauser stones

international fame because the world's first

2 Flecken

permanent youth hostel was inaugurated here

Hochsauerlandkreis

District of Siegen-Wittgenstein

Near the small half-timbered village of Ols-

The historic town centre of Freudenberg in the Sie-

berg-Bruchhausen in the Rothaar Mountains lies

gerland region with its black-and-white half-tim-

the "Bruchhauser Stones" soil and cultural mon-

bered houses is world-famous. Due to the busy

ument. They are the first National Natural Monu-

photographing of tourists, it has already become a

ment in North Rhine-Westphalia and a historical

small star motif on Instagram. The renowned pic-

landmark: Four huge volcanic rocks protrude from

ture-postcard perspective of the old town can be

the mountainous landscape of Sauerland. Various

enjoyed from the spa gardens. From there, hiking

themed trails lead to the Feldstein rock, the highest

enthusiasts can take the twelve-kilometre-long

and only accessible rock. Once at the top, the view

half-timbered hiking trail through the Siegerland

extends as far as the Teutoburg Forest or Münster-

forest and meadow landscape or discover the new

bridges in Germany. Tip: Nearby, you can discover

land. 3D dioramas along the circular paths simulate

circular hiking trail "Water States".

the diversity of the Möhneaue nature reserve on

life 2500 years ago directly on site.

in 1914, which can still be admired in its original
state as a museum. Whether in the exhibitions
or at the medieval festival: Visitors to the castle
get a first-hand impression of the everyday life of
knights, peasants, craftsmen and nobles. The barrier-free "adventure lift" takes you from the bottom of the valley in Altena to the castle with its
four museums – and during the ascent you can
experience exciting legends and stories up close.

4 "Biggeblick" viewing platform

5 Pulpit Bridge at Lake Möhne
District of Soest

The bridge columns protrude from the waters of
Lake Möhne like church pulpits. They are what
give the 60-metre-long picturesque bridge between Völlinghausen and Wamel its name. The
bridge, dating back more than 100 years, is not
only the oldest crossing over Lake Möhne, but is
also considered one of the most beautiful stone

a 2.4-kilometre walk.

District of Olpe

Enjoy the feeling of space and freedom: Situated
high above Lake Bigge, the "Biggeblick" viewing
platform near Attendorn affords visitors an unforgettable panoramic view. At a height of 90
metres, there is a breathtaking view of Lake Bigge
with Gilberg Island and the ruins of Waldenburg
Castle. The LED lighting on the platform creates
a special atmosphere after sunset. Tip: A visit to
the "Biggeblick" is a wonderful way to combine
with a hike through the surrounding forests.

en
Alter Fleck

Biggeblick
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Entertainment

top events in south westphalia
Music or sports festivals, largescale festivals or markets, small and fine cultural events – in South Westphalia there
are countless exciting events that show how beautiful life can be.

5

We present some examples here ...

4 Warsteiner International Montgolfiade
Hot-air balloon enthusiasts can look forward to a
gigantic spectacle every year in September. The
Warsteiner International Montgolfiade is home to

1 iXS Dirt Masters Festival in Winterberg

2 KulturPur near Hilchenbach-Lützel

5 Karl May Festival in Elspe

Europe's largest hot-air balloon festival. Since 1986,

Experience Karl May's exciting adventures up close

the hot-air balloon competition has been organ-

with more than 60 actors and over 40 horses on

At Europe's biggest freeride festival, all the riders

The international music and theatre festival Kul-

ised by the Warsteiner Brewery located in Warstein

one of the largest open-air stages in Europe. The

who are famous in the mountain bike scene are at

turPur draws more than 50,000 visitors from all

in the Sauerland region. Fantastic mass launches

realistic action scenes are a true hallmark of the

the start. Professionals and amateurs compete on

over Germany every year at Whitsun. Its popularity

and hot-air balloons in spectacular shapes and siz-

Elspe Festival: Dynamite explosions as well as

the same routes in the Bikepark Winterberg, in fast-

is not only owed to its idyllic location in the Roth-

es produce a colourful picture in the sky attracting

smoking colts and gun barrels leave the audience

paced races or catapult themselves into the sky in

aargebirge mountains of southern Westphalia and

thousands of visitors year after year.

on the edge of their seats. The colourful supporting

the so-called slopestyle. The expo area, live concerts

the free afternoon programme. The majestic back-

www.warsteiner-wim.de

programme makes a visit to Elspe an unforgettable

and after-show parties create a unique festival at-

drop of the illuminated tent village lends the festi-

all-day experience.

mosphere.

val its unique charm.

www.elspe.de

www.dirtmasters-festival.de

www.siwikultur.de/kulturpur/

3 Balve Optimum in Balve

Would you like to find out more?
Further information is available at:

The German Dressage and Show Jumping Cham-

www.freizeit.suedwestfalen.com

pionships are firmly based in Balve. The BALVE OPTIMUM International at Wocklum Castle is one of
the most traditional equestrian events in Europe.
For more than 70 years, the four-day event in the
Märkischer Kreis has been a Mecca for lovers of
equestrian sport.
www.balve-optimum.de

ur
KulturP

Karl May F
estival

South Westphalia is

AUTHENTIC.
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People and life

at a glance

The greenest

The

large city of Germany

59 towns

is Siegen in South Westphalia.

and municipalities in South Westphalia boast some 900
villages.

12 of the historic town
and village centres in
North Rhine-Westphalia are located in South Westphalia.
They are organised in a working community.

Almost

5 open-air theatres
are located in Hallenberg, Freudenberg, Elspe and
Arnsberg-Herdringen as well as in the Balver Höhle.

every third
resident in South Westphalia, i.e. about half a million
people, is a member of a sports club in the region.

More than

350
technical monuments and industrial museums belong
to the "WasserEisenLand"
association, which is dedicated to presenting South
Westphalia's industrial culture.

And everyone knows the 3
breweries
from South Westphalia: Warsteiner, Veltins and Krombacher. In addition, there are dozens of smaller
breweries.

Around

200
museums and heritage sites in the region encourage visitors to explore, discover, learn and actively participate.
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The region

customs and traditions
Whether from Siegerland, Wittgenstein, Sauerland, Soest or Lippstadt: there are many "identities" in South
Westphalia. People in the region feel connected to their homeland and where they live. Clubs and village
communities in particular have been cultivating local and regional traditions and customs for centuries. Here
we will show you some

3

examples of (probably) hundreds ...

Perceived t
ruth

There is a shoo
ting match ev
ery
weekend in th
e region!

Not quite. But

1 Bakes Days in Siegen-Wittgenstein

The Backes Days are a centuries-old baking tradi-

2 All Saints' Fair in Soest

Not only is the All Saints' Fair in Soest the largest

with nearly 45
0 clubs and
around 180,00
0 members, th
e Schützenfest is very im
portant in the
region.

tion, especially in Siegen-Wittgenstein. As early as

old town fair in all of Europe, it is also the oldest in

1562, the Count of Nassau imposed the construc-

Westphalia, having been celebrated for more than

tion of communal bake houses in order to save val-

780 years. It dates back to the consecration of St.

uable wood, as the iron industry in the Siegerland

Peter's Church. On this occasion, the inhabitants

region needed most of it. In these so-called "Back-

held a grand festival, which was also attended by

part of the Rhineland or the Oktoberfest is part of Mu-

eser", baking in the community was more of a sec-

jugglers and puppeteers and traders selling live-

nich. Some people even call the festival, which lasts up

ondary matter, as this is where people met to hear

stock, horses and furs. In the years that followed,

to four days, the fifth season of the year. But above all

the latest village gossip. And even today, individual

the consecration day was celebrated as a church

it is one thing: Tradition.

bake houses function as village centres. In order

festival, which over time developed into a recurrent

A tradition that dates back to the Middle Ages, when

to preserve the typical regional baking technique,

fair. And the traditions of this fair continue to this

associations were founded to protect towns and cit-

several Backes Days take place throughout the year,

day. For example, the traditional horse market, the

izens. Today, the military background of the shooting

when breads and cakes are prepared in ovens ac-

market criers or the typical fair drink "Bullenauge"

clubs has receded far into the background, but some

cording to the old tradition.

(bull's eye), a mocha liqueur with cream, attract

customs have remained. For example, bird shooting,

more than a million visitors to the old town of

where the Schützenkönig ("champion marksman")

Soest every year.

is crowned for the coming year and may rule the

3 Schützenfest (marksmen's festival) in Sauerland and Siegen-Wittgenstein

The Schützenfest belongs to South Westphalia like the carnival is

community. The coronation is celebrated extensively – with a joint procession in which the king and his
court are picked up by the members of the association
and marched with music through the town to the
Schützenplatz or the festival tent. What else is part of
the Schützenfest? Beer, of course, but above all conviviality. Because the Schützenfest is also a sign of strong
cohesion and good club work in the region.
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Culture

in south westphalia
Plenty, diverse and promising: The events that the

Werl?

three cultural regions of South Westphalia, Sauer-

Culture in South Westphalia - refers to a wide se-

land and Hellweg have to offer could fill the entire

lection of theatres and museums, drama and event

annual calendar. Did you know that rock fans have

venues, festivals and concerts, readings and exhi-

such a high regard for the Freak Valley Festival in

bitions, comedy and cabaret, libraries and archives,

Netphen-Deuz that visitors come from all over Eu-

open-air theatres and cinemas, galleries and dance

rope and even South America to be a part of it? That

schools. Last but not least, the Siegerland region is

guests at the Lüdenscheid Filmpalast can watch

home to the Philharmonie Südwestfalen, an inter-

movies on recliners instead of regular seats, and

nationally renowned state orchestra.

that the region's only integrative theater workshop
is located in the same town? Or that Otto Waalkes,

5

11

Alter Schlachthof (Old Slaughterhouse), Soest
Once an industrial wasteland, today a sought-after cultural centre. More
than 200 cultural events every year and a daily cinema program. As a socio-cultural centre, the Schlachthof also offers space for workshops, courses
and serves as a meeting place for associations, initiatives and groups.

23

Katzensprung Festival, Kierspe
A festival lasting several days at Gut Haarbecke. Here, youths
in particular celebrate the various facets of electronic music
in the midst of nature. In addition to dozens of DJs, the festival also offers space for art, artistry, lectures and workshops.

Examples of the numerous interesting

cultural sites that can be explored here ...

Udo Lindenberg and Helge Schneider have their
pictures marketed via the "Galerie am Hellweg" in

Perceived t
ruth

Every village ha

s a choir.

Not quite. Bu
t with around
550 choirs,
we can justifi
ably claim that
singing together is a vita
l part of the m
usical culture in South
Westphalia.
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Galileo Park and Sauerland Pyramids, Lennestadt
A knowledge and puzzle park in the Sauerland region. Vistors can
explore highly interesting and unique natural science exhibits
here. Fun learning and experimentation for young and old are
what the park is all about.

44

5

Heimhof Theatre, Burbach
One of about 20 theatres in South Westphalia. Visitors will enjoy the wonderful atmosphere of the 1950s and the charm of
the theatre, which is a historic landmark, during concerts, musicals and readings.

Sauerland Museum, Arnsberg
Interactive
history
of
the
former
Duchy
of
Westphalia.
The Sauerland Museum makes use of media stations, films and exhibits to
convey the history of the region from the Palaeolithic Age to the present day.
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south westphalia
Sustainability is firmly ingrained in the DNA of South Westphalia: Technical and industrial progresses have
always gone hand in hand here with the respectful treatment of people and nature. This is wonderfully
demonstrated by communities such as Warstein, Arnsberg and Bad Berleburg, which were named Germany's most sustainable villages, as well as by many small-scale initiatives. Climate-neutral production sites,
innovations in resource conservation and sustainable forestry are among them, as are numerous volunteer
initiatives, repair cafés and zero-packaging stores and farm stores. South Westphalia's declared ambition
is to make sustainability a permanent priority: Whether in the area of mobility, health or business – lighthouse projects for South Westphalia are never alone.
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ruth
Perceived t
Housing and living

in south westphalia
Off to South Westphalia

Superb businesses, great jobs, wonderful nature and the many recreational offerings at your doorstep, or the

costs
halia, a home
In South Westp
h.
rage in Munic
as much as a ga

s and purt almost. Rent
Not quite. Bu
low here.
comparatively
e
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dream of owning your own home: Living in the countryside in South Westphalia, not far from the metropolitan
areas, has several advantages. It is therefore not surprising that many people and their families make a conscious decision to move to the region. For example: the Rohrmosers and the Niehues ...
"We have also come to realize that the more stressFrom Munich to Soest

free life away from the metropolis has had a very

"People know each other here"

positive impact on our children."
Lake Möhne instead of Lake Starnberg: Stefan Rohr-

The couple met while studying in Munich. Both

Actually, Dominik Niehues and his wife Margarete

moser has left the Bavarian capital with his family

worked in England for six years after their wedding.

were discouraged from settling in rural areas with

and moved to Soest in South Westphalia. "Although

After the birth of their first daughter, the family

their qualifications. But they decided differently.

a big city has a variety of offers, it also takes away

man was once again drawn to Munich to work for

The dentists opened a specialist medical practice in

a lot. The main benefit is the added time we have

OSRAM – before the Soest-based company CEAG

Geseke in 2010. "We deliberately decided to settle

gained," says the native Austrian.

Notlichtsysteme GmbH beckoned in 2016. "After

in the countryside," Dominik Niehues tells us. "The

four months as weekend commuters between

good infra- and social structure, the stable econo-

Soest and Munich and the birth of our twins, we

my due to the small and medium-sized enterpris-

decided to move to Soest." And that is a decision

es, working together with colleagues and service

they do not regret at all. Stefan Rohrmoser has a

providers from the healthcare sector – all of these

management position and now enjoys the extra

things convinced us to settle in Geseke."

time with his family: in their free time on joint ex-

After completing his studies, the native of Münster

cursions to the Arnsberg Forest, Lake Möhne and

and his wife first lived in Hesse for three years be-

climbing parks and gyms, or simply for dinner after

fore Niehues trained as a specialist in oral surgery

work. "Not only are the distances shorter, they are

in Magdeburg. After stops in Halberstadt and Wit-

also much more relaxed than in the big city. School

ten, the couple moved to South Westphalia with

and kindergarten are not far away. After work, I sim-

their children. And they are absolutely certain: It

ply hop on my bike, arrive home in five minutes, and

was the right decision. "We enjoy the peace and

the kids are still playing in the garden or in front of

quiet and the family environment. People know

the house while we prepare the evening meal. It is

each other here. So our children could grow up in

the moments like these in particular when I realize

a protected and personal environment and play

that it was the right decision for us to come here."

in the outdoors, go hiking or skiing in the winter."

and recreational opportunities are available every-

For themselves, Margarete and Dominik Niehues

where in the region. Basically, the good stuff is so

noticed that the biggest difference between the

close to home."

r family
The Rohrmose

city and the countryside is the distances they travel. "You might have to take a slightly longer route
for one destination or another, but art, cultural

The Nieh
ues

family
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South Westphalia

togetherness matters
In South Westphalia, people like to be sociable. The

stein, Kurkölnische and Märkische Sauerland or

Future" competition, garnering gold, silver and

anonymity frequently cited in some big cities does

Soester and Hellweg Börde feel connected to their

bronze awards. Here, people join forces in an effort

not exist in the region. Here, people know their

local communities and give this back through their

to beautify their surroundings and make them fit

neighbours, celebrate together at festivals and vol-

commitment to the community.

for the future, to offer their fellow citizens added

unteer. Very willingly, in fact.

Year after year, villages from the region find them-

value through small actions, and to make their con-

More than one in three people in South Westphalia

selves ranked at the top of the "Our Village Has a

tribution to sustainable regional development with

holds at least one honorary office: for example, in

sustainable ideas. Getting things done instead of

sports clubs, in politics, the church or in the social

complaining: That sounds like South Westphalia.

and cultural spheres. Refurbishing the clubhouse

Because villages, communities and towns with a

on your own? Running a youth tournament and

vital community only exist through constructive

organizing events? Signposting hiking trails? Look-

and cooperative coexistence.

ing after children, creating meeting opportunities?
These are just a few of the numerous volunteer activities.
It shows how much people in Siegerland, Wittgen-

Youths actively contribute their ideas to
the innovative design of the region's future at the UTOPiA Südwestfalen youth

truth
Perceived

conference and future workshop.
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Further information:
www.utopia-suedwestfalen.com
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togetherness matters
What we see in personal life also translates into

of it even stronger.

The will to drive the region forward unites the

professional life – and vice versa. Countless busi-

A bird's eye view shows how widespread cross-bor-

worlds of politics, business and the most diverse

nesses have been family-owned for decades,

der cooperation is. Almost half of the LEADER re-

social groups. So it is not by chance that specific

sometimes even centuries, and are thus deeply

gions in North Rhine-Westphalia, for example,

networks are forming under the large umbrella of

embedded in the region. Frequently certified as

are located in South Westphalia. Regional action

South Westphalia to promote exchange, ensure

family-friendly, they are characterised by their high

groups of neighbouring municipalities tend to is-

knowledge transfer and develop sustainable con-

sense of accountability for their employees. There

sues such as regenerative energies, the preserva-

cepts. The fusion of the five districts to form the re-

were hardly any layoffs in South Westphalia back in

tion of basic services and cultural heritage, or social

gion of South Westphalia served as the cornerstone

2008, when the economic crisis was causing great

prevention approaches. Here, too, citizens help and

for many things: for 42 tangible projects within the

concern worldwide. Employers and employees

make a valuable contribution to the community

framework of the REGIONALE 2013, a shared vision

joined forces and made it through these challeng-

and to regional development.

of the future of South Westphalia and the develop-

ing times together – and in many places came out

ment of building blocks to achieve precisely this in
dialogue and harmony with the citizens.

Together
for
the regio
n

Perceived truth

This is where a ha
ndshake still
means something!
When something is sea

tage:
n
a
v
d
a
A huge
dliness
n
ie
r
f
Family

led with a handshake, the agreement
stands. People
rely on each other an
d stick together
in South Westphalia.
The saying "The
Westphalian keeps wh
at the Rhinelander promises" may well
have a kernel of
truth ...
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Any questions?

your contact persons
Do you still have any questions or would you like to find out more about specific topics about South Westphalia? No problem: We have listed some contact persons who would be happy to assist you.

Welcome to South Westphalia

Contact persons for Core industries in South Westphalia

Contact persons Business in general

Business development in South Westphalia

General counselling, support and contact mediation as well as

• Automotive Network South Westphalia

• Chamber of Industry and Commerce Arnsberg,

• Economic and employment promotion

information on the region
• Südwestfalen Agentur GmbH
Telephone: +49 (0) 2761 83 5110
www.suedwestfalen.com
www.suedwestfalen-agentur.com
• Advice and support for returnees
to South Westphalia
Karin Gottfried

Telephone: +49 (0) 2331 39 0206, www.automotive-sw.de
• Mechanical Engineering Network South Westphalia
Telephone: +49 (0) 2352 9272-0, www.nemas-sw.de
• Zentrum HOLZ (Centre for timber)
Telefon: +49 (0) 2962 80 2840,
www.id-holz-nrw.de; www.idee-nrw.de
• Gebäudetechnik Südwestfalen e. V. (building technologies)

Telephone: +49 (0) 291 94 1510

Telephone: +49 (0) 2331 39 0206, www.besseres-bauen.com

• Advice and support for doctors,

• Brancheninitiative Gesundheitswirtschaft Südwestfalen e. V.

who would like to work in South Westphalia
Marcel Frischkorn
Telephone: +49 (0) 292130-3297

(health sector initiative)
Telephone: +49 (0) 2352 92 7214,
www.gesundheitswirtschaft.net

Hellweg-Sauerland

Siegen-Wittgenstein District

Telephone: +49 (0) 2931 878-0,

Telephone: +49 (0) 271 333-1199,

www.ihk-arnsberg.de

www.siegen-wittgenstein.de/wirtschaft

• South Westphalian Chamber of Industry and Commerce in Hagen • Olpe District, Economic and Structural Development
Telephone: +49 (0) 2331 390-0, www.sihk.de
• Siegen Chamber of Industry and Commerce
Telephone: +49 (0) 271 3302-0, www.ihk-siegen.de

Telephone: +40 (0) 2761 810
www.kreis-olpe.de
• Gesellschaft zur Wirtschafts- und Strukturförderung im

Märkischen Kreis mbH
• Chamber of Crafts South WestphaliaTelephone: +49 (0) 2931 877-0, Telephone: +49 (0) 2352 92 7213, www.gws-mk.de
www.hwk-swf.de
• Chamber of Crafts Dortmund
Telephone: +49 (0) 231 5493-0, www.hwk-do.de
• Employers' association for the Olpe district
Telephone: +49 (0) 2761 9664-0, www.agv-olpe.de
• Employers' associations Siegen-Wittgenstein
Telephone: +49 (0) 271 23043-0,
www.agv-siegen-wittgenstein.de
• Employers' Association Märkisch
Telephone: +49 (0) 2371 82915, www.mav-net.de
• Business Association Westfalen-Mitte
Telephone: +49 (0) 2932 9718-0, www.uvwm.de

• Wirtschaftsförderungsgesellschaft Hochsauerlandkreis mbH
Telephone: +49 (0) 291 94 1502, www.wirtschaftsfoerderung-hsk.de
• wfg Economic Development District of Soest
Telephone: +49 (0) 2921 30 2259, www.wfg-kreis-soest.de

Family-friendly businesses
• Competentia – Competence Centres Women & Work:
www.competentia.nrw.de
For Siegen-Wittgenstein/Olpe: Telephone: +49 (0) 271 333 1191
For the Märkische region: Telephone: +49 (0) 233 1488 7814
For the Hellweg-Hochsauerland region:
Telephone +49 (0) 291 94 1337
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Contact persons for business start-ups

Points of contact for tourism and nature

Contact persons Culture

Contact persons for local heritage associations

• StarterCenter NRW Hellweg-Sauerland

• Sauerland-Tourismus e. V.

• Cultural Region South Westphalia

• Sauerländer Heimatbund e. V.

www.startercenter-hellweg.de
• StarterCenter NRW Märkische Region
www.sihk.de/starthilfe
• StarterCenter NRW Siegen-Wittgenstein / Olpe
https://www.ihk-siegen.de/gruendung-sicherung-und-nachfolge/
• RENEX – Regional network for start-ups
www.renex.org
• Start-up Innovation Lab South Westphalia University of Siegen,
FH South Westphalia www.startuplab-swf.de
• Start-up Office of the University of Siegen
Telephone: +49 (0) 271 740 4900, www.uni-siegen.de/gruenden
• SWICE – South Westphalia International Center for
Entrepreneurship University of Applied Sciences South Westphalia
Prof. Dr. Andreas Gerlach, Telephone: +49 (0) 2921 378 3308
Hanna Middendorf, Telephone: +49 (0) 2921 378 3541
Kai Hendrik Müller, Telephone: +49 (0) 2921 378 3542
• Startpunkt57 – Die Initiative für Gründer e. V.
Telephone: +49 (0) 271 333 1140, www.startpunkt57.de
• Start-up Network South Westphalia
Unternehmerverlag Südwestfalen GmbH
www.gruendergipfel-swf.de
Torben Feil
Telephone: +49 (0) 2371 35 109-10

Telephonr: +49 (0) 2974 9698-0

Susanne Thomas

Telephone: +49 (0) 291 94 1804

www.sauerland.com

Telephone: +49 (0) 2352 966 7066

www.sauerlaender-heimatbund.de

• Touristikverband Siegerland-Wittgenstein e. V.
Telephone: +49 (0) 271 333 1020
www.siegen-wittgenstein.info
• Naturpark Sauerland Rothaargebirge e. V.
Telephone: +49 (0) 2974 96 8062
www.naturpark-sauerland-rothaargebirge.de
• Zweckverband Naturpark Arnsberger Wald
Telephone: +49 (0) 2921 30-0
www.naturpark-arnsberger-wald.de
• Naturpark Diemelsee

www.kulturregion-swf.de
• Cultural Region Sauerland
Cornelia Reuber
Telephone: +49 (0) 291 94 1802
Wolfgang Meier
Telephone: +49 (0) 291 94 1806
www.kulturregion-sauerland.de
• Cultural Region Hellweg
Bernd Gruber
Telephone: +49 (0) 2381 17 5553
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• Heimatbund Siegerland-Wittgenstein e. V.
Telephone: +49 (0) 271 333 2325
www.heimatbund.siegen-wittgenstein.de
• Westphalian Heritage Society
Telephone: +49 (0) 251 203 8100
www.whb.nrw
• Heimatbund Märkischer Kreis e. V.
Telephone: +49 (0) 2352 7040
www.heimatbund-mk.de

www.hellwegregion.de

Telephone: +49 (0) 5632 40 1124
www.naturpark-diemelsee.de

Truly genuine – Sources to read
p. 12: www.vision-swf.com
p. 13: Industrial history: www.wassereisenland.de
p. 14/15: www.suedwestfalen-agentur.com/regionale-2025
p. 18/19: Data on Achenbach-Buschhütten: https://www.mags.nrw/
pressemitteilung/minister-laumann-sozialpartner-muessen-digitalisierunggemeinsam-gestalten (retrieved: March 2019)
p. 18/19: Gross domestic product: NRW-Bank: https://tinyurl.com/y2q5bcjq
p. 20/21: The automotive industry in South Westphalia, IHK Siegen, Arnsberg,
Hagen, 2016
p. 22/23: Figures: Chamber of Commerce Siegen, Chamber of Commerce Arnsberg,
Chamber of Commerce zu Hagen (Status: 31.12.2018)
p. 24/25: Figures: Wald und Holz NRW/Martin Schwarz (Status: February 2019)
p. 26/27: Figures: https://www.besseres-bauen.de/home (Aufgerufen: April 2019)
p. 28/29: Figures: https://www.gesundheitswirtschaft.net (Aufgerufen: April
2019)
p. 30/31: All facts: Directory of world market leaders of the Chambers of Industry
and
Chambers of Commerce: www.suedwestfalen.com/Weltmarktführer
p. 32: Data on Märkischer Kreis: https://tinyurl.com/y36fxd9n
p. 34: Data Open X-Change. Source: Open X-Change (requested October 2018)
p. 36: Business registrations: https://www.it.nrw/zahl-der-gewerbeanmeldungen-nrw-im-jahr-2018-um-37-prozent-niedriger-als-ein-jahr-zuvor-94681
(Retrieved: March 2019 as of 31.12.2018)
p. 34: E-Commerce data: Statista/Focus, "The Growth Champions 2018", Published:
November 2017
p. 40: Apprenticeship rate: Agencies for employment in South Westphalia
(retrieved: April 2019 status 31.12.2017)
p. 46: Overnight accommodation figures: IT NRW: https://www.it.nrw/nrw-tourismus-imneunten-jahr-folge-mit-rekordergebnissen-94531 (Status: 31.12.2018),

Caves: www.saureland-hoehlen.de
P. 46-59: With information from www.sauerland.com, www.siegen-wittgenstein.
info, www.veltins-eisarena.de, https://www.wintersport-arena.de
(Stand: June 2019)
S. 56/57: https://www.stiftung-bruchhauser-steine.de, www.burg-altena.de
(Status: July 2019); http://www.nrwhits.de/ausflugsziele/alter-flecken-freudenberg.html, https://www.dw.com/de/freudenberg-eine-stadt-wird-instagram-hotspot/a-47362993 (retrieved: 01.07.2019)
p. 62/63: Greenest City: https://interaktiv.morgenpost.de/gruenstestaedte-deutschlands (retrieved: 01.07.2019)
City centres: https://www.hso-nrw.de (Status: June 2019)
Sport clubs: District Sports Associations in South Westphalia (Status: June
2019)
Cultural monuments: www.wassereisenland.de
Museums: www.kulturregion-suedwestfalen.com (requested, June 2019)
S. 64/65: https://www.sauerland.com/erleben/Ausflug/Touren/KunstKultur-Brauchtum/Schuetzenfest, https://www.siwiarchiv.de/5-freudenberger-backes-tag-am-30-september-2018/, www.allerheiligenkirmes.de, Figures:
Marksmen: www.sauerländer-schützenbund.de, Schützenbezirk Westfalen-Süd:
https://tinyurl.com/y26looko (retrieved: 01.06.2019)
p. 66/67: Culture: www.freakvalley.de, https://walentowski-galerien.de/
de/104452-Stammhaus-Werl, https://www.filmpa.de (Stand: July 2019); Choirs:
www.cvnrw.de, www.kulturregion-suedwestfalen.com (requested, June 2019)
p. 71: Data Bad Berleburg: https://tinyurl.com/y63p6ea5
p. 68/69: Data on rental prices: www.wohnungsboerse.net (Stand: June 2019)
p. 70/71: Volunteer data: Allensbach Institute for Public Opinion Research, 2007,
Südwestfalen-Studie: https://www.suedwestfalen.com/sites/default/files/
suedwestfalen-studie-allensbach.pdf (retrieved: June 2019)
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PHOTOGRAPHY
Title
Strong: Dominik Ketz; Beautiful: Klaus-Peter Kappest; Authentic: Michael
Bahr Icon Forest: Freepik.com/freepik; Icon Frau mit Rechner: stock.adobe.
com / designfgb; Icon Menschenmenge: shutterstock.com / https://premier.
shutterstock.com/ image/detail-1016364232/crowd-of-anonymous-people-walking?src=id
Page 3 Hans-Peter Drilling, Roxana Küthe: Private, Rolf Hansmann
Page 8-9
Icon Industrial region No.1: Lisa Probian / Südwestfalen Agentur GmbH
Icon 1.4 million people: Lisa Probian / Südwestfalen Agentur GmbH
Icon NRW/SWF: Lisa Probian / Südwestfalen Agentur GmbH
Icon Nature park region: Lisa Probian / Südwestfalen Agentur GmbH
Icon University locations: Lisa Probian / Südwestfalen Agentur GmbH
Icon 5 Circles: fischerAppelt, relations GmbH
Magnifying glass: istockphoto.com / mhatzapa
Mouse cursor: istockphoto.com / MartinaVaculikova
Page 10-11
Watercolour background: istockphoto.com / carduus; Illustration House:
Axel Lang
Page 12-13
clouds: istockphoto.com / RKaulitzki
Teleskop: istockphoto.com / puruan
Page 14-15
Light bulb: istockphoto.com / DvdArts
Speech bubbles: istockphoto.com / pseudodaemon
Page 16
Business motive: Michael Bahr / Südwestfalen Agentur GmbH
Page 18-19
Icon world market leader: Lisa Probian / Südwestfalen Agentur GmbH
old industry: shutterstock.com / Shaliapina
new work: shutterstock.com / GoodStudio
Gebäude: istockphoto.com / Enis Aksoy
Icon „Jeder Zweite“: istockphoto.com / greyj
Icon „5 Prozent“: istockphoto.com / appleuzr
Icon „560 Jahre“: istockphoto.com / da-vooda
Icon „25,3 %“: istockphoto.com / cveiv
Icon „Glühbirne“: istockphoto.com / justinroque
Page 20-21
Icon "Auto":Dreamstime.com / Sylverarts
Automotive: Heinrich Eibach GmbH
Page 22-23
Icon: "Screw and nut": istockphoto.com / LokFung
Metal and mechanical engineering: Südwestfalen Agentur GmbH / Dominik
Ketz
Page 24-25
Icon "Forest": Lisa Probian / Südwestfalen Agentur GmbH
Wood and forestry: Schmidt Fotografie
Page 26-27
Icon "House": istockphoto.com / tasza_natasha
Building technology: Südwestfalen Agentur GmbH / Dominik Ketz

Page 28-29
Icon "Microscope": istockphoto.com / etse1112
Healthcare sector: Michael Bahr / Südwestfalen Agentur GmbH
Page 30-31
Globe: freepik.com / macrovector; continents: istockphoto.com /
seamartini; question mark: istockphoto.com / Hulinska_Yevheniia
Icon "Shopping cart": istockphoto.com / justinroque
Icon Foil and globe: istockphoto.com / Nadiinko ,
istockphoto.com / Peacefully7; Icon "Staples": istockphoto.com /
justinroque; Icon "Minibar": istockphoto.com / PCH-Vector
Icon "Piano": istockphoto.com / matsabe
Icon "Cake": istockphoto.com / da-vooda

Page 50-51
Forest: Rothaarsteigverein e. V. / Klaus-Peter Kappest
Icon "Mountains": istockphoto.com / da-vooda
Page 52-53
Icon "Hiker": istockphoto.com / -VICTORIcon: "Cyclist": istockphoto.com / browndogstudios
Coniferous forest: istockphoto.com / FrankRamspott
Mountains: istockphoto.com / ioanmasay
Quarry: Sauerland-Tourismus / Klaus-Peter Kappest
Mountain biker: Frank Wipperfürth
Page 54-55
Mountains: istockphoto.com / ioanmasay
Stalagmites: istockphoto.com / kameshkova
Icon "Skier": istockphoto.com / dutchicon
Snowboarder: Wintersport-Arena Sauerland /
Siegerland-Wittgenstein e. V.
Dechen cave: Photo studio Tölle

Page 32
People in operation at Gedia: Südwestfalen Agentur GmbH / Michael Bahr
Employee dental industry: Michael Bahr

Page 56-57
Icon "Sailboat": istockphoto.com / da-vooda
Hennesee: Sauerland Tourism / Dominik Ketz

Page 34-35
Meeting: Michael Bahr

Page 58-59
Bridge: istockphoto.com / Sugeng Prastow
Mountains: istockphoto.com / jutka5
Watercolour: istockphoto.com / FANDSrabutan
Alter Flecken: Siegen-Wittgenstein Tourist Association /
Klaus-Peter Kappest
Altena Castle: Sauerland Tourism / Andre Geißler
Biggeblick: Sauerland Tourism / Johannes Ginsberg

Page 36-37
Rocket: “: istockphoto.com / mushroomstore
Reden im Büro: istockphoto.com / pseudodaemon
Icon "Light bulb": istockphoto.com / justinroque
DINO Solutions: Sinan Muslu
Jonatura: Stephan Müller / Südwestfalen Agentur GmbH
Screwerk: Screwerk GmbH
Page 38-39
Hat: istockphoto.com / sam_ding
Studentin: Südwestfalen Agentur GmbH / Michael Bahr
Page 40-41
Pokal: istockphoto.com / LEOcrafts
Rolled certificate: : istockphoto.com / LEOcrafts
Paper: unsplash.com /NordWood Themes
Özcan Avci: Kim Kathrin Bruse / Südwestfalen Agentur GmbH
Anna Muczinski: Stephan Müller / Südwestfalen Agentur GmbH
Page 42-43
Box diagram: istockphoto.com / racheleedesign
Writing pad with biros: fischerAppelt, relations GmbH
Stamp: istockphoto.com / artvea
Smartphone: istockphoto.com / GreenOptix
Craftsman: istockphoto.com / A-Digit
Woman with calculator: stock.adobe.com / designfgb
Watercolour: istockphoto.com / carduus
Page 44-45
Landscape motif: Hans Blossey
Page 46-47
Mountain: istockphoto.com / idimair
Cable car: istockphoto.com / Nata_Kit
Watercolour: istockphoto.com / LPETTET
Hiker in the mountains: istockphoto.com / Aluna1
Icons: fischerAppelt, relations GmbH
Page 48-49
Icon „Schild“: istockphoto.com / -VICTORIcon “Landkarte”: istockphoto.com / justinroque
Hiking backpack: istockphoto.com / Natasha_Pankina
Möhnesee: Sauerland lakes / Sabrinity ; Wisente: Wisent-Welt Wittgenstein

Page 60-61
Man in hot air balloon: istockphoto.com / FrankRamspot
Bicycle: istockphoto.com / ONYXprj
Watercolour: istockphoto.com / LPETTET
Rider on horseback: fischerAppelt, relations GmbH
Kultur Pur: Stephan Müller
Karl May Festival: Elspe Festival
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Katzensprung Festival: Katzensprung Festival
Galileo Park: Tourist Information Lennestadt & Kirchhundem
Heimhof Theatre: Michael Bahr / Touristikverband Siegen-Wittgenstein e. V.
Sauerland Museum: Ms. Gehrmann / Visual Design and Photography
Page 70-71
Forest Experience Trail / Tanja Evers
Page 72-73
Rohrmoser family: Michael Bahr / Südwestfalen Agentur GmbH
Niehues family: Kim Kathrin Bruse / Südwestfalen Agentur GmbH
Page 74-75
Family outing in nature: Michael Bahr / Südwestfalen Agentur GmbH
Postcard "Favourite place backcountry": Südwestfalen Agentur GmbH
image "Initiative": Germany - Land of Ideas / Christoph Meinschäfer
Page 76-77
Handshake: istockphoto.com / DenPotisev
Südwestfalen-Ente: Patrick Bonzel / Südwestfalen Agentur GmbH
Family by the lake: Michael Bahr / Südwestfalen Agentur GmbH
Page 78-79
Hand with mobile phone: istockphoto.com / Teploleta Telephone receiver: istockphoto.com / DvdArts
Page 80-81
Business card istockphoto.com / DvdArts
Reverse side:
Icons Facebook/Instagram: freepik.com / Harryarts
IMPRINT:
Südwestfalen Agentur GmbH
Martinstraße 15
57462 Olpe
Commercial Register Siegen Local Court, HRB 8588

Page 62-63
Volunteers at the sawmill: Sauerland Tourism / Paul Masukowitz

Managing director and person responsible for content (§10 paragraph 3 MDStV)
Hubertus Winterberg

Pag 64-65
Young family: istockphoto.com / chronicler101
Crowd: : shutterstock.com /
https://premier.shutterstock.com/image/detail-1016364232/
crowd-of-anonymous-people-walking?src=id
Icon "Big city": : istockphoto.com / da-vooda
Icon "900 villages": istockphoto.com / da-vooda
Icon "Open air stage": istockphoto.com / cnythzl
Icon "Shoe": istockphoto.com / Peacefully7
Icon "barrel": istockphoto.com / creator76
Icon "Technical monuments": istockphoto.com / da-vooda

Contact:
Telephone: +49 (0)2761 / 83511-0
Fax: +49 (0)2761 / 835 11-29
info@suedwestfalen.com
www.suedwestfalen-agentur.com

Page 66-67
Ferris wheel: istockphoto.com / Pimonova
Bread: : istockphoto.com / LEOcrafts
Schützenfest big & small: St. Sebastianus Rifle Club Olpe
All Saints' Fair: Gero Sliwa
Baker: Siegen-Wittgenstein District / Sascha Hüttenhain
Page 68-69
Icon "Tickets": istockphoto.com / cnythzl
Icon "Masks": istockphoto.com / cnythzl
Wall: istockphoto.com / Benjamin_Lion
Spray can: istockphoto.com / sabelskaya
Spray: istockphoto.com / pialhovik
Picture frame: istockphoto.com / Designer_things
Alter Schlachthof: Tim Reismann
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See you soon!

Want more?
Marvel and talk to us!
Südwestfalen Agentur GmbH, Olpe
www.suedwestfalen.com
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